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Abstract
We show that the method of S. Wu to study topological 4d-gravity can be understood
within a now standard method designed to produce equivariant cohomology classes. Next,
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1 Introduction.
Since its appearance in 1988 in a famous article of E. Witten [W88], Topological Field
Theories have played an important role in theoretical physics as well as in mathematics.
Actually, the 1988 article gave a prototype of Topological Field Theories of cohomological
type. Witten has recognized that these Cohomological Field Theories are related to
Equivariant Cohomology and more precisely to the so-called Cartan model of Equivariant
Cohomology.
Although Cohomological Field Theories can be described independently of which
model is used for Equivariant Cohomology, the construction by J. Kalkman ([K93]) of
the so-called intermediate model ([STW94]) is of considerable technical help. In [STW94],
Topological Yang-Mills ([W88, BS88, AJ90]) and Topological 2d Gravity ([BS91]) where
studied from this point of view. In [BT97], new representatives of the Thom class of a
vector bundle where produced using this general framework.
S. Wu [Wu93] explained the role of the universal bundle in 4d Gravity, and exhibited
some observables of the corresponding topological model. We shall explained here how
his method can be deduced from the general approach of [STW94] and which observables
are obtained.
2 From the Intermediate to the Weil Model of equiv-
ariant cohomology.
In [STW94] it was explained how one can generate representatives of equivariant coho-
mology classes using an idea of [BGV91] which benets from J. Kalkman's construction
([K93]) as follows: let us assume thatM is a smooth manifold with smooth G-action for







exterior derivative, inner product and Lie derivative on M. The action of G induces an
action of LieG, and to any  2 LieG, there corresponds a so-called fundamental vector
eld 
M
on M. The space of forms on M is denoted by 
(M), and its basic ele-




















) of G, is the graded dierential algebra generated
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for any  2LieG.
Then, the equivariant cohomology for the action of G onM is the basic cohomology of















the so-called Weil model of equivariant cohomology.
Now let us consider another Lie group H such that M is the base space of some
principal H-bundle P(M; H) opn which the action of G can be lifted. This bundle is






. Then, some equivariant
cohomology classes can be represented as follows: consider a G-invariant H-connection
  on P. Extend   to W(G)
 









)()  = 0 (8)
for any  2LieG. That expresses the basicity of   in the so-called Intermediate model of












































































































(M). Under the assumption thatM is a principalM-bundle overM/G, we can replace
! and 
 by a G-connection  and its curvature  onM. Cartan's theorem 3 guarantees
that our new representative gives a representative of the same equivariant cohomology
class ([C50], [STW94]). Still denoting this representative by I
eq
W



















Now, we are ready to use this method in topological 4d-gravity.
3 Wu's construction ([Wu93]) in Topological 4d Grav-
ity.
Let  be a 4d smooth manifold. The fundamental objects in Gr
top
4
are the metrics of
, and the generators of the Weil algebra of Diff
0
() the connected component of the
dieomorphism group of . The structure equations then read :
s
top





















 =   [!;
] (24)
Let us note that the form of these structure equations is universal (i.e. independent of the
model we choose). Now let us apply the precepts of the previous section. The group of
dieomorphisms of  plays the role of the gauge group G over Met(). The H-bration
3
is obtained by considering the frame bundle over , F ()
1
, and our nal principal
GL(4;R)-bundle P is justMet()F (). The Diff()-invariant GL(4;R)-connection



















(g) is the Levi-Civita connection of g 2Met(), and  is the exterior derivative
on Met() ([BS91, DV]).
This GL(4;R)-connection is used in the Intermediate Model. Before going any fur-





















































which is of the form (2.6) of [Wu93].
Now, let us have a look at the observables.
4 Some Observables for Topological 4d Gravity.
In oder to generate observables of the theory, we rst eliminate the GL(4;R)-bration.
As explained in section 2 this is achieved by considering symmetric GL(4;R)-invariant




polynomials ([KN63]). Actually, only the rst Pontrjagin class is relevant
2
. Up to


























































Note that F () is the principal bundle associated to the tangent vector bundle T of 
2
The zeroth class is trivially 1 while the second (and highest) class is the square of the Euler class.
4







































where the upper index refers to the form degree on Met() while the lower one refers
to the form degree on . These expressions are to be compared with (2.9) of [Wu93].



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Next, we replace ! and 
 by a Diff()-connection  and its curvature  on Met().




























where I and L are the inner product and Lie derivative onMet(). Finally, we integrate






















denes an equivariant form on Met(). This gives observables of Gr
top
4
. which are the




An explicit expression of the Q's and the G's is given in appendix.
5 Conclusion.
All the work done above can be apply to higher dimensional gravity theory. Of course
this also apply to Yang-Mills topological theory. Nevertheless, in this last case things are
much simpler since the gauge group doesn't act on the space-time manifold , while in
Gravity theory the dieomorphism group does.
Acknowledgement I would like to thank Raymond Stora for drawing to my attention
the work of S. Wu and for many helpful discussions.
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